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1 of 1 review helpful This book DID NOT DISAPPOINT ME By Grandma W G Having owned the movie based on 
this book I wondered what how the complete story line actually was played out This book DID NOT DISAPPOINT 
ME Danger under the sea including threats of imminent immediate or lingering death this book is GREAT My own 
father was in the Navy arrived in Pearl Harbor a few days after the attack He tol Universally praised for its powerfully 
authentic depiction of submarine warfare Run Silent Run Deep was an immediate success when published in 1955 and 
shot to the top of best seller lists nationwide In 1958 Hollywood adapted the novel for the big screen starring Clark 
Gable and Burt Lancaster The New York Timessaid of the novel If ever a book had a ring of reality this is it combat 
passages rank with the most exciting written about any bran About the Author Edward L Beach 1918 2002 graduated 
from the U S Naval Academy in 1939 and became a decorated submariner and best selling author 
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